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Structural determinants of mechanical resistance
against breakage of a virus-based protein
nanoparticle at a resolution of single amino acids†
María Medrano, Alejandro Valbuena, Alicia Rodríguez-Huete and Mauricio G. Mateu*
Virus particles and other protein-based supramolecular complexes have a vast nanotechnological poten-
tial. However, protein nanostructures are “soft” materials prone to disruption by force. Whereas some
non-biological nanoparticles (NPs) may be stronger, for certain applications protein- and virus-based NPs
have potential advantages related to their structure, self-assembly, production, engineering, and/or inbuilt
functions. Thus, it may be desirable to acquire the knowledge needed to engineer protein-based nano-
materials with a higher strength against mechanical breakage. Here we have used the capsid of the
minute virus of mice to experimentally identify individual chemical groups that determine breakage-
related properties of a virus particle. Individual amino acid side chains that establish interactions between
building blocks in the viral particle were truncated using protein engineering. Indentation experiments
using atomic force microscopy were carried out to investigate the role of each targeted side chain in
determining capsid strength and brittleness, by comparing the maximum force and deformation each
modiﬁed capsid withstood before breaking apart. Side chains with major roles in determining capsid
strength against breakage included polar groups located in solvent-exposed positions, and did not gener-
ally correspond with those previously identiﬁed as determinants of mechanical stiﬀness. In contrast,
apolar side chains buried along the intersubunit interfaces that generally determined capsid stiﬀness had,
at most, a minor inﬂuence on strength against disruption. Whereas no correlated variations between
strength and either stiﬀness or brittleness were found, brittleness and stiﬀness were quantitatively corre-
lated. Implications for developing robust protein-based NPs and for acquiring a deeper physics-based
perspective of viruses are discussed.
Introduction
Protein-based nanostructures are raising high expectations for
widespread application in biomedicine and nanotechnology.1,2
In particular, engineered viruses and their protein capsids3–5
are eliciting a rapidly growing, trans-disciplinary interest as
nanoparticles (NPs) for targeted drug delivery; contrast agents
for medical imaging; nanobiosensors; nanocages for confined
enzymatic reactions; light-harvesting devices; ferrofluids; tem-
plates to produce metallic NPs for novel catalysts, batteries,
electronic circuits or memory devices; etc.6–12 Viruses and viral
capsids are also guiding the design of artificial protein-based
NPs and other nanomaterials.1,2,13–17
Protein- and virus-based NPs possess a number of poten-
tially advantageous features compared to other NPs for many
biomedical or industrial applications:12 (i) ability to self-
assemble; (ii) monodispersity and a precisely defined, reprodu-
cible structure and composition; (iii) inbuilt, useful chemical
and biological functionalities (e.g., inducible conformational
transitions, specific molecular recognition or cell targeting);
(iv) suitability for readily engineering collectively precise struc-
tural or functional modifications by chemical or genetic
means; (v) economical large-scale production; (vi) biocompat-
ibility; (vii) lack of toxicity; (viii) biodegradability.
Confronting these practical strengths stands the fact that
protein- and virus-based NPs are collectively considered “soft”
materials,18 characterised by weak noncovalent interactions
between and within polymeric components and prone to per-
manent structural alteration. The physical instability of many
virus particles provides a biological advantage during the
infection process, and may also be convenient for certain bio-
medical applications such as gene therapy or drug delivery.12
However, easy breakage of some protein- and virus-based NPs
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by mechanical forces acting during compression, tension and/
or shear stress is a major concern when considering other
medical or technological uses for which virus-based NPs may
otherwise be most suitable.19,20 For example, when consider-
ing implanted biomaterials for cell tissue regeneration, that
will be repeatedly bent and stretched.19 Or in cases where the
NPs may be under stress due to high centrifugal forces (during
purification),21 internal pressure (by packaged molecules),22
hydrostatic pressure,23 osmotic shock24 or dessication.25
Whereas some non-biological NPs may be mechanically
stronger than those based on protein, they may not necessarily
provide a better choice for many applications because they
may not possess some (or most) of the advantageous features
of protein- and virus-based NPs mentioned above.12 Thus, it
may be desirable to acquire the fundamental knowledge
needed to guide the engineering of protein- and virus-based
nanostructures with increased resistance against mechanical
breakage.12,17 In addition, growing experimental evidence
indicates that certain mechanical properties of virus particles
(such as stiﬀness) are important for their biological
function.26–29 Thus, a detailed understanding of the relation-
ship between atomic structure and breakage-related properties
of virus particles may also provide novel physics-based insights
into virus biology.
In recent years, investigation of the mechanical properties
of virus particles has been enabled by the development of both
theoretical approaches including coarse-grained molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations,30–40 and experimental single-
molecule techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM)
under near-physiological conditions.26–29,41–43 In particular,
our group is using AFM to provide insights into the relation-
ships between the fine structure of model virus particles, their
mechanical properties, and their function.44–50 By exploring
the eﬀects on a certain mechanical property (such as stiﬀness)
of small structural alterations in the virus particle by single
mutations introduced by protein engineering, knowledge
about the specific chemical groups and interactions that deter-
mine that property can be acquired.45–50
A particularly suited model for these studies is the icosahe-
dral capsid of the minute virus of mice (MVM).51,52 The MVM
capsid (Fig. 1A and B), one of the smallest (25 nm in diameter)
and structurally simplest viral NPs known, is made of a
minimum number (60) of structurally equivalent protein
monomers that have the same sequence and fold. There are
no conformational switches related to quasi-equivalence
that occur in icosahedral capsids made of more than 60
subunits.53,54
Using the MVM capsid, we have recently uncovered at high
resolution some structural determinants of mechanical
stiﬀness in a model virus particle.48 Specific groups of amino
acid side chains located at interfaces between capsid building
blocks (CBBs) were individually removed through site-directed
mutagenesis; and changes in the elastic constant of the viral
particle upon mutation were determined by indentation of
diﬀerent capsid regions with the AFM tip under the elastic
regime, without breaking the particle. It was found that, in
general, hydrophobic side chains in secondary structure
elements buried along the interfaces between CBBs contribute
to maintain most regions of the viral capsid in a state of com-
paratively low stiﬀness; their individual removal led to a large,
frequently anisotropic stiﬀening of diﬀerent capsid regions.48
This eﬀect was specific, as other side chains (generally located
in solvent-exposed protein loops) had a minor or insignificant
role in determining capsid stiﬀness. Individual substitutions
of other amino acid residues surrounding pores or cavities in
the MVM capsid46,47,49 or in other viral particles50,55–57 had
also stiﬀening eﬀects.
These and other studies provided evidence that introduc-
tion of even very small structural changes in viral capsids by
individual mutation can lead to largely stiﬀened NPs.
However, comparison between diﬀerent virus species or
diﬀerent biological states of a same viral particle indicated
that increased stiﬀness does not necessarily involve increased
resistance against mechanically induced breakage.27,58
Whereas a number of studies on virus particles have
focused on analyzing structural, physical and/or biological
aspects related with stiﬀness,26–50 much less attention has
Fig. 1 Atomic structure of the MVM capsid and residues chosen for
mechanical analysis. (A) Atomic structure of the MVM capsid54 (PDB id
1Z14), represented as a surface model. (B) Scheme of the icosahedral
architecture of the MVM capsid. Orientation is approximately the same
as in panel A. Some symmetry axes of each type (S2, S3, S5) are labelled.
Trimeric subunits (the stable CBBs the capsid is made of, and dissociated
into) are delineated using thick lines. Three subunits in one trimer are
delineated using thin lines. (C) Structure of a trimer in the MVM capsid,
represented as a ribbon model. The positions of capsid symmetry axes
are indicated by the same symbols used in panel (B). The 8 residues per
capsid monomer located at intertrimer interfaces and chosen for ana-
lysis in this study are represented as spaceﬁlling models, each of them
using a speciﬁc color. Residues in one monomer are labelled. (D) Atomic
models, icosahedral schemes and actual AFM images of individual MVM
capsid particles oriented with a S2 (left), S3 (center) or S5 (right) sym-
metry axis close to the top.
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been directed towards uncovering the relationships between
atomic structure and other important mechanical properties
such as resistance against disruption by force (here termed
mechanical strength) or brittleness.
In this study we have used the MVM capsid as a model to
unveil single chemical groups and their interactions in par-
ticular structural contexts that determine breakage-related
mechanical properties of a virus particle, including its strength
and brittleness. In addition, by comparing the eﬀects of
specific structural changes on breakage-related properties with
the previously determined eﬀects of the same structural
changes on stiﬀness,48 we have investigated possible quantitat-
ive linkages between diﬀerent mechanical properties of a viral,
protein-based NP. Implications of the results for the engineer-
ing of protein-based NPs with increased mechanical strength,
and for a wider physical perspective on viruses, are discussed.
Results
Selection of amino acid side chains in the MVM capsid for
analysis of chemical groups that determine capsid resistance
against breakage under load
The natural MVM capsid is formed by two versions of the
protein monomer (each viral particle contains 10 copies of VP1
and 50 copies of VP2). These versions diﬀer in the length of
their structurally disordered N-terminal segments (Nt), which
do not contribute to capsid assembly or architecture. VP2-only
MVM capsids, structurally indistinguishable from natural
MVM capsids, can be assembled both ex vivo59 and in vitro,60
and have been used in this study.
Trimers of protein monomers constitute stable capsid
building blocks (CBBs) from which the MVM capsid is
assembled60–63 (Fig. 1). Previous evidence showed that when
this capsid is deeply indented with a AFM tip, fractures occur
at the energetically weakest interfaces, those between trimers,
leading to capsid fragmentation.64 Thus, to study molecular
determinants of capsid resistance against breakage, we
focused on diﬀerent amino acid side chains in diﬀerent struc-
tural contexts that establish noncovalent interactions between
trimers in the viral particle.
Eight representative side chains per capsid subunit at the
intertrimer interfaces (Table 1 and Fig. 1C) were chosen as
targets based on several considerations: (i) their individual
truncation by mutation to alanine does not prevent capsid
assembly; (ii) nearly all of them participate mainly or exclu-
sively in interactions between neighboring trimers, being vir-
tually free from interactions within the same trimer; (iii) they
are distributed along the intertrimer interfaces, from their
centers (at capsid 2-fold symmetry (S2) axes) to their edges (at
5-fold (S5) axes), and they are all far from the centres of the
trimers (at 3-fold (S3) axes) (Fig. 1C);65 (iv) they either form a
part of exposed protein loops or are buried in the β barrel
within each protein subunit; (v) they sample the diﬀerent types
of side chains and interactions involved in intertrimer associ-
ation (Table 1).
The chosen amino acid residues were individually replaced
by alanine using site-directed mutagenesis. In this way, in any
mutant capsid the chemical group(s) in the targeted side
chain (beyond the Cβ), and its interactions with other groups,
was(were) removed from each of the 60 capsid subunits,
without introducing any other group in the capsid.
Comparison of breakage-related events in wt and mutant
capsids
The mutant capsids and the non-mutated, wild-type (wt)
control capsid were produced, purified and subjected to
mechanical analysis in nanoindentation experiments using
AFM. Previous imaging by AFM of topographic features of each
viral particle to be indented revealed its orientation (Fig. 1D),
Table 1 Amino acid residues at the intertrimer interfaces in the MVM capsid selected for investigation of molecular determinants of capsid resis-
tance against mechanical breakage
Residue
Intertrimer interactionsa Intratrimer interactionsa
Relative infectivity of mutant virusdH-Bondsb Ionicb vdWc H-Bondsb Ionicb vdWc
F55 6(5) <8 × 10−6
I84 1 8(7) 0.08
N170 D171, T173 9(1) <5 × 10−6
K204 N80 3 1.05
I207 2(2) 0.11
D507 K166, Y168 K166 6(2) <2 × 10−5
S550 Q548(2×) 7 ND
N554 5(2) ND
a Intertrimer or intratrimer noncovalent interactions on the crystal structure of the MVM capsid54 (PDB id 1Z14) were identified as described in
ESI, using the following cutoﬀ distances: hydrogen bonds: 3.6 Å; ionic interactions: 6 Å; van der Waals contacts: 0.8 Å + sum of van der Waals
radii of the two atoms considered. b The interacting residue is indicated. (2×) indicates two hydrogen bonds are formed with residue Q548. c The
number of total van der Waals contacts is indicated, and the number of carbon–carbon contacts is given in parenthesis. d Infectious titer of a
mutant virus in which the indicated capsid residue was replaced by alanine, relative to the infectious titer of the non-mutated virus. Values were
calculated by dividing the average absolute titer of each virus mutant by the average absolute titer of the nonmutated virus obtained in the same
experiment, and averaging the results of two independent experiments. ND, not determined (mutation could not be introduced in the infectious
recombinant clone). Infectivity data taken from ref. 46 and 65.
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and allowed the application of mechanical force on a particu-
lar capsid region:44 namely, the spike at the center of each
trimer (S3 region), the dimple at the center of each intertrimer
interface (S2 region) or the cylinder that surrounds a capsid
pore located where 5 intertrimer interfaces converge (S5
region) (Fig. 1).
Single, deep indentations (Fig. 2A) were carried out in a
physiological buﬀer (phosphate-buﬀered saline, PBS, pH = 7.5)
at ambient temperature (25 °C) on individual MVM capsids
whose integrity and orientation had previously been deter-
mined. Every indentation of wt or mutant capsids was carried
out at a speed of 60 nm s−1 under the same conditions in par-
allel experiments.
Wt particles. Shallow indentation of many single wt capsids
elicited an elastic response. However, when deeper indenta-
tions were performed by applying a large enough force, one or
more large nonlinear events were observed in the corres-
ponding force (F) versus (vs.) z displacement (Fz) and force vs.
indentation (Fd ) curves (Fig. 2B and C), irrespective of the
specific region indented. In every case analyzed (N = 26), com-
parison of AFM images obtained before and after indentation
confirmed that the capsid had been irreversibly broken
(Fig. 2D and Fig. S1 of ESI†).
For most (81%) individual wt capsids tested (N = 26), the
disruption process was associated with a single, large non-
linear event in the corresponding Fz curve, whereas for a
minor fraction of capsids it involved several nonlinear events
(Fig. 2E). When the same analysis was separately carried out
for wt capsids that had been indented on diﬀerent regions (S2,
S3 or S5), qualitatively similar results were obtained (Fig. S2†).
AFM imaging of broken wt capsids (irrespective of the
number of nonlinear events observed in the Fz curve) revealed
that the final (disrupted) state consisted of either an incom-
plete particle in which one or a few trimers had been released
(type I, 42% of cases) or, more frequently, several fragments
that resulted from a more complete disintegration event (type
II, 58% of cases) (Fig. 2D and S1†). Separate analysis of wt
capsids indented on diﬀerent regions revealed that indenta-
tion on a S2 or S3 region favors a more complete fragmenta-
tion (type II, 71% or 62% of cases, respectively) whereas inden-
tation on a S5 region favors the loss of a few subunits only
(type I, 60% of cases). Similar proportions were obtained when
only those particles disrupted through a single detectable non-
linear event were considered (data not shown).
Mutant particles. The results obtained in parallel experi-
ments with any of the 8 selected mutant capsids were qualitat-
Fig. 2 Indentation of individual MVM particles leading to their disruption. (A) Three stages during indentation of a single MVM capsid particle. Top:
Tip-particle approach; middle: elastic deformation of the particle; bottom: particle disruption (in this example, a single trimeric CBB has been
removed). (B) Force versus z-displacement (Fz) curve (left), and force versus indentation (Fd ) curve (right) corresponding to a representative indenta-
tion of a MVM particle that was disrupted in a single event. The horizontal part of the curves corresponds to the tip-particle approach; the sloping
part of the curve corresponds to the linear regime where the particle is being elastically deformed; a red arrow indicates the point where a drop in
the force applied had occurred. The maximum force the particle withstood before breaking (Fr) is indicated by the green dotted line. The total
amount of work carried out during the complete indentation process until the particle was disrupted (Wt) was estimated from the shadowed area in
the Fd plot. The maximum deformation the particle withstood before breaking (dr) is indicated by a black double arrow in the Fd plot. (C) Fz curve
corresponding to a diﬀerent MVM particle that was disrupted during two separate events (black arrows). In B and C no smoothing was applied
beyond the default implemented in the WSxM program. (D) AFM images of the same particle analyzed in panel B, before (left) and after (right) inden-
tation. A scale bar (10 nm) is included. Height proﬁles following the green dotted line on the particle are shown. See Fig. S1† for other examples of
single MVM particles disrupted by indentation. (E) Total percentages of wt or mutant capsids disrupted during a single nonlinear event (blue), two
(red), three (green) or ﬁve (light blue) events. See Fig. S2† for equivalent results obtained when particles indented on diﬀerent regions were separ-
ately considered.
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ively similar to those described above for the wt capsid. For
any mutant, breakage of most individual particles (67–92%,
depending on the mutant) was again associated with a single,
large nonlinear event in the Fz curve (Fig. 2E). When the same
analysis was separately carried out for capsids that had been
indented on a S2, S3 or S5 region, the same conclusions were
again reached (Fig. S2†).
Most amino acid substitutions had no significant eﬀect on
the ratio between type I and type II states observed after capsid
disruption. The exceptions were I207A, which may favor exten-
sive fragmentation (type II), and S550A, which may favor dis-
sociation of a few subunits only (type I) (data not shown).
To sum up, directional application of enough force on
many individual wt or mutant MVM capsids led, in a large
majority of cases, to a single nonlinear event in the Fz curve,
that was physically associated to capsid breakage through
either loss of a few subunits or (more frequently) extensive
fragmentation. In view of these results, only viral particles that
were broken through a single detectable event were considered
in the subsequent analysis of the eﬀect of mutations on capsid
resistance against breakage under load.
Influence on capsid strength of specific individual side chains
at intertrimer interfaces
The force Fr required to break the capsid was compared for the
wt and the 8 chosen mutant capsids under the same experi-
mental conditions as described in Methods. Higher Fr values
were taken as an indication of a higher mechanical strength.
Wt particles. Global Fr values were determined by averaging
data obtained with every particle analyzed, independently of
the region indented. For the wt capsid under the experimental
conditions used, global Fr = 3.12 ± 0.42 nN (N = 21) (Table 2).
Local Fr values were determined by separately averaging data
obtained with particles indented on diﬀerent regions. For the
wt capsid, Fr was significantly higher when a S2 or S3 region
was indented than when a S5 region was indented (by 27% or
26%, respectively; see Table 2 for statistical analysis). Thus, the
wt capsid is moderately anisotropic regarding its mechanical
strength, breaking at a lower load when indented on or around
one of the capsid pores.
Mutant particles. Analysis of the 8 mutant capsids under the
same conditions used for the wt revealed that every tested
amino acid substitution leads to a reduction in global Fr value
(Table 2 and Fig. 3A). For most mutants (F55A, N170A,
K204A, D507A, N554A) the diﬀerence in Fr relative to the wt
(ΔFmut–wtr = −13% to −19%) was statistically significant; for the
other mutants the diﬀerence was smaller (ΔFmut–wtr = −1% to
−8%) and could not be statistically validated (Table 2).
Local Fr values determined for each mutant capsid by separ-
ately averaging data obtained with particles indented on
diﬀerent regions revealed that most mutations reduce capsid
strength anisotropically (to diﬀerent extents depending on the
indented region) (Table 2 and Fig. 3B). The data allowed the
statistical validation of many but not all of these diﬀerences
(Table 2). For example, Fr was significantly reduced (by
∼20–25%) by substitutions N170A and N554A when the
capsids were indented on a S2 or S5 region, but not when
indented on a S3 region.
To summarize, most tested substitutions led to capsid
breakage at significantly lower loads, especially when the
force was applied at the interface between two trimers (and
not at the center of a trimer). Thus, certain amino acid side
chains at the intertrimer interfaces in the MVM capsid consti-
tute major determinants of capsid strength against breakage
under load.
Influence on capsid brittleness of specific individual side
chains at intertrimer interfaces
The maximum deformation accepted by the capsid without
breaking apart was then compared for the wt and the 8 chosen
mutant capsids under the same experimental conditions, as
described in Methods. The parameter dr/D was used, where dr
is the maximum deformation accepted without detectable
breakage, and D the external diameter of the roughly spherical
particle. Lower dr/D values were taken as an indication of
higher brittleness.
Table 2 Fr values (breaking force) for wt or mutant MVM capsids
Capsid
Indentations
Global S2 S3 S5
Fr
a (nN) Nb pc Fr
a (nN) Nb pc Fr
a (nN) Nb pc Fr
a (nN) Nb pc
wt 3.12 ± 0.42 21 — 3.31 ± 0.26 6 — 3.27 ± 0.33 10 — 2.60 ± 0.33 5 —
F55A 2.70 ± 0.43 18 0.004 2.81 ± 0.53 6 0.077 2.64 ± 0.41 7 0.002 2.66 ± 0.39 5 0.772
I84A 2.98 ± 0.41 20 0.286 3.01 ± 0.41 8 0.134 2.87 ± 0.42 7 0.019 3.08 ± 0.46 5 0.096
N170A 2.54 ± 0.64 20 0.002 2.46 ± 0.52 8 0.002 3.07 ± 0.38 7 0.089 1.92 ± 0.53 5 0.046
K204A 2.62 ± 0.55 20 0.003 2.73 ± 0.35 7 0.006 2.88 ± 0.54 8 0.064 2.06 ± 0.46 5 0.068
I207A 3.10 ± 0.69 19 0.894 3.15± 0.17 7 0.256 3.44± 0.65 7 0.851 2.53 ± 0.91 5 0.892
D507A 2.61 ± 0.61 21 0.003 2.68 ± 0.57 9 0.014 2.80 ± 0.30 7 0.002 2.21 ± 0.91 5 0.419
S550A 2.88 ± 0.54 22 0.104 3.05± 0.30 7 0.128 3.07± 0.50 10 0.287 2.26± 0.48 5 0.233
N554A 2.54 ± 0.82 23 0.005 2.46 ± 0.81 11 0.007 3.16 ± 0.66 7 0.408 1.87 ± 0.36 5 0.010
a Breaking force (average ± standard deviation). bNumber of particles used for analysis. c p value obtained in a Student’s t-test with a significance
level of 0.05.
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Wt particles. When data obtained with every wt particle ana-
lyzed were averaged, the global values obtained under the
experimental conditions used were dr = 7 ± 2 nm, and dr/D =
0.28 ± 0.08 (N = 21) (Table 3). Local dr/D values determined
by separately averaging data obtained with particles indented
on diﬀerent regions were larger when a S3 region was indented
than when a S2 or S5 region was indented (by 43% or 50%,
respectively; see Table 3 for statistical analysis). Thus, the wt
capsid is anisotropic regarding brittleness, and allows a
larger deformation without breakage when indented at the
center of a trimer than when indented at an interface between
trimers.
Mutant particles. Determination of global dr/D values for the
8 mutant capsids under the same conditions used for the wt
revealed that substitution S550A moderately reduced (by 14%)
the overall degree of brittleness of the capsid, whereas any
other substitution increased capsid brittleness (Table 3 and
Fig. 4A). For mutants F55A, N170A, I207A, N554A the diﬀer-
ence in dr/D relative to the wt (Δd/Dmut–wt = −14% to −29%)
was statistically significant; for the other mutants the diﬀer-
ence could not be statistically validated (Table 3).
Local dr/D values determined by separately averaging data
obtained with particles indented on diﬀerent regions revealed
that eﬀects of the substitutions on capsid brittleness are gener-
ally diﬀerent depending on the region indented (Table 3 and
Fig. 4B). However, the limited number of data thus obtained
allowed the statistical validation of some of these diﬀerences
only (Table 3). In general larger, significant increases in brittle-
ness relative to the wt were observed for mutant capsids F55A,
N170A, I207A and N554A indented on a S3 region (ΔdrS3/
Dmut–wt = −25% to −46%). In most cases, indentation on other
regions led to minor or no variations in dr/D.
To summarize, most but not all tested amino acid substi-
tutions reduced the maximum deformation allowed by the
capsid without breaking apart, especially when it was indented
at the center of a trimer (and not at an interface between
trimers). Thus, certain side chains at the intertrimer interfaces
in the MVM capsid contribute to limit particle brittleness. If
Fig. 3 Percent variation in Fr (maximum force withstood without break-
ing apart) for wt or mutant MVM capsids. For each mutant capsid, bars
indicate the % increase (positive values) or decrease (negative values) in
Fr relative to the wt capsid. (A) Values obtained considering all capsids
analyzed. (B) Values obtained when particles indented on diﬀerent
regions (S2, black bars; S3, white bars; S5, grey bars) were separately
considered. Average values are represented in panels A and B; the
corresponding standard deviations and statistical analysis are indicated
in Table 2.
Table 3 dr/D values (maximum deformation accepted without irreversible damage) for wt or mutant MVM capsids
Capsid
Indentations
Global S2 S3 S5
dr/D
a Nb pc dr/D
a Nb pc dr/D
a Nb pc dr/D
a Nb pc
wt 0.28 ± 0.08 21 — 0.23 ± 0.06 6 — 0.33 ± 0.05 10 — 0.22 ± 0.06 5 —
F55A 0.24 ± 0.05 18 0.060 0.22 ± 0.05 6 0.757 0.25 ± 0.07 7 0.035 0.24 ± 0.04 5 0.697
I84A 0.25 ± 0.08 20 0.259 0.24 ± 0.09 8 0.940 0.27 ± 0.08 7 0.141 0.24 ± 0.07 5 0.751
N170A 0.20 ± 0.08 20 0.004 0.19 ± 0.08 8 0.230 0.21 ± 0.05 7 0.001 0.22 ± 0.12 5 0.978
K204A 0.27 ± 0.11 20 0.878 0.28 ± 0.09 7 0.312 0.30 ± 0.14 8 0.575 0.22 ± 0.07 5 0.910
I207A 0.22 ± 0.09 19 0.045 0.29 ± 0.10 7 0.244 0.18 ± 0.05 7 2.2 × 10−4 0.19 ± 0.03 5 0.387
D507A 0.24 ± 0.09 21 0.193 0.24 ± 0.10 9 0.863 0.30 ± 0.08 7 0.382 0.17 ± 0.04 5 0.165
S550A 0.32 ± 0.11 22 0.118 0.33 ± 0.13 7 0.127 0.34 ± 0.10 10 0.768 0.28 ± 0.11 5 0.345
N554A 0.22 ± 0.08 23 0.029 0.22 ± 0.90 11 0.810 0.23 ± 0.09 7 0.029 0.22 ± 0.04 5 0.857
aMaximum relative deformation accepted (dr/D) (average ± standard deviation).
bNumber of particles used for analysis. c p value obtained in a
Student’s t-test with a significance level of 0.05.
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any of these groups is removed, the capsid becomes more
brittle (i.e., it will break apart at a lower deformation).
Total mechanical work carried out during nanoindentation
leading to deformation and breakage of wt and mutant
capsids
The total work (Wt) carried out during indentation events that
first led to the deformation of the MVM capsid and ended
with its breakage was estimated by integrating the area under
the Fd curve up to the point that marks the disruption event
(Fig. 2B).
Wt particles. When data obtained with every wt particle ana-
lyzed were averaged together, global Wt = 2958 ± 1044kbT units
(7326 kJ mol−1 of capsid at 25 °C) (N = 21) (Table 4). This value
is much higher than the one calculated specifically for disrup-
tion of icosahedral virus capsids by other means.66 The diﬀer-
ence may be due largely to the fact that Wt includes not only
the work directly associated with capsid breakage proper (Wr);
it includes also the large amount of work carried out to
deform the capsid before it is disrupted (Wd), and the work
associated with other eﬀects during indentation (e.g., pivotal
movements or slippage of the particle on the substrate, or slip-
page of the tip on the particle surface) (Wa). Indentations on
diﬀerent capsid regions revealed that the Wt value was signifi-
cantly higher when indenting on S3 instead of S2 or S5 regions
(by 35% or 94%, respectively) (Table 4).
Mutant particles. Comparison of global Wt values for the
8 mutant capsids under the same conditions used for the wt
revealed that substitution S550A leads to a 15% increase in
overall work. Any other substitution led to a decrease in global
average Wt (Table 4 and Fig. 5A). For capsid mutants F55A,
N170A, N554A the diﬀerence in Wt relative to the wt (ΔWmut–wtt
= −23% to −38%) was statistically significant; for the other
mutants the diﬀerence could not be statistically validated
(Table 4). As single amino acid substitutions may have no sub-
stantial eﬀect on the overall structure of the particle,49 similar
values for Wa may be assumed for the wt capsid and any
mutant, and ΔWmut–wtt values (Fig. 5A) may depend only on
ΔWmut–wtd + ΔW
mut–wt
r . However, it must be stressed again that
ΔWmut–wtt values cannot be used to estimate the eﬀects of the
substitutions on the energy holding the capsid together,
because of the large contribution of ΔWmut–wtd (the diﬀerence
in the work required to deform the mutant vs. the wt particle
before reaching the breaking point).
Local Wt values determined by separately averaging data
obtained with particles indented on diﬀerent regions revealed
that most amino acid substitutions led to variations in Wt that
are dependent on the indented region (Table 4 and Fig. 5B).
The largest diﬀerences were generally (though not universally)
observed for particles indented on a S3 region, with most
mutants showing significant reductions in Wt relative to the wt
(ΔWmut–wttS3 = −20% to −42%). Variations in Wt between mutants
and wt were lower or insignificant when other capsid regions
were indented.
To summarize, for most MVM mutant capsids the average
amount of total mechanical work associated with the indenta-
tion process leading to capsid deformation and ending with
capsid breakage was lower than for the wt, especially when the
capsid was indented on the center of a trimer.
Quantitative correlations between mechanical properties of a
virus capsid
By taking advantage of the results described above, we were
able to look for correlations between diﬀerent mechanical pro-
perties in a same virus particle. In addition to values of break-
age-related parameters (Fr, dr/D), or of a parameter related to
the sum of deformation plus breakage (Wt), values for a
stiﬀness-related parameter (the elastic constant ks) were
obtained for each tested viral particle. ks was determined by
analyzing the linear part of each Fz curve before the disruption
Fig. 4 Percent variation in dr/D (maximum deformation withstood
without breaking apart) for wt or mutant MVM capsids. For each mutant
capsid, bars indicate the % increase (positive values) or decrease (nega-
tive values) in dr/D relative to the wt capsid. (A) Values obtained consid-
ering all capsids analyzed. (B) Values obtained when particles indented
on diﬀerent regions (S2, black bars; S3 white bars; S5, grey bars) were
separately considered. Average values are represented in panels A and B;
the corresponding standard deviations and statistical analysis are indi-
cated in Table 3.
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event occurred. The global and local ks values thus obtained
were statistically indistinguishable from the corresponding ks
values previously obtained for the wt and those same mutants
as a part of a diﬀerent study focused on MVM stiﬀness.48 The
average Fr, dr/D, Wt and ks values obtained for wt and mutant
capsids were then plotted against each other (Fig. 6 and S3†).
The highest correlation coeﬃcients (R) between global
values were found for dr/D vs. Wt (R = 0.94) (Fig. 6A); dr/D vs. ks
(R = 0.89) (Fig. 6B); and Wt vs. ks (R = 0.79) (Fig. 6C); the R
value obtained for Wt vs. Fr was lower (R = 0.60) (Fig. 6D), and
quite low R values were obtained for dr/D vs. Fr (R = 0.35)
(Fig. 6E) and Fr vs. ks (R = 0.17) (Fig. 6F).
By separately plotting average values obtained with particles
indented on diﬀerent regions, it was found that correlations
detected between certain pairs of mechanical parameters
using global average values could be mostly traced to some
capsid regions but not others: (i) for dr/D vs. Wt, to S2 (R =
0.93) and S3 (R = 0.92) regions; (ii) for dr/D vs. ks and Wt vs. ks,
to S3 (R = 0.95 or 0.85, respectively); (iii) for Wt vs. Fr, to S2 (R =
0.71) and S5 (R = 0.82) regions (Fig. S3†).
To sum up, a clear relationship was found for a virus capsid
between increased brittleness, and reduced total work during
indentations leading to capsid deformation and breakage; and
also between increased stiﬀness and increased brittleness. In
contrast, no correlation was found between variations in brit-
tleness vs. strength, or strength vs. stiﬀness.
Capsid structure and molecular determinants of breakage-
related mechanical properties
We wondered whether the diﬀerent eﬀects of tested mutations
on breakage-related mechanical properties of the MVM capsid
could be connected to structural diﬀerences. No clear relation-
ship was found between either reduced strength or increased
brittleness on mutation, and type or number of intertrimer
interactions lost (Table 1), or (estimated) variations in aﬃnity
between trimers (according to calculated association free
energy values (ΔGa) for each specific residue in the VIPER data
base67). However, mapping the targeted amino acid side
chains in the atomic structure of the MVM capsid revealed that
(i) side chains with major roles in determining capsid strength
against breakage are polar and located in solvent-exposed posi-
tions (either in large loops protruding from each trimer and
intertwined with loops from neighboring trimers (N554, D507,
K204), or at the base of the capsid pores (N170)); (ii) in contrast,
most side chains with no or a minor influence on strength
(S550 excepted) are apolar and located in structural elements
buried along each interface core (I207, I84, F55) (Fig. 7A).
Comparing diﬀerences in capsid mechanical properties and
virus infectivity
Finally, we wondered whether the same mutations that altered
breakage-related mechanical properties of the MVM capsid
could have also some eﬀect on the infectivity of the virus (as
indicated by comparing relative viral progeny titers obtained
on parallel infections of host cells by wt and mutant viruses).
Viruses carrying amino acid substitutions tested in this study
could be grouped according to infectivity as follows: (i) close to
normal infectivity: wt, K204A; (ii) moderately reduced infectiv-
ity (by one order of magnitude): I84A, I207A; (iii) drastically
reduced infectivity (by >4 orders of magnitude): F55A, N170A,
D507A (the infectivity of virus mutants S550A and N554A
could not be tested). Global values of capsid mechanical para-
meters Fr, dr/D, Wt and ks were averaged for viruses of each
infectivity group and compared with infectivity data (Fig. 8).
Despite the limitations of this necessarily coarse analysis (see
Discussion) the results reveal that, on average, the capsids of
the less infectious mutant viruses are not only stiﬀer, but also
qualitatively less resistant against breakage under load and
more brittle.
Discussion
Linked vs. independent mechanical properties of a protein-
made virus NP
By comparing under the same experimental conditions
mutation-related changes in mechanical strength and brittle-
Table 4 Wt values (total work carried out during indentation until disruption) for wt or mutant MVM capsids
Capsid
Indentations
Global S2 S3 S5
Wt (kBT × 10
−3)a Nb pc Wt (kBT × 10
−3)a Nb pc Wt (kBT × 10
−3)a Nb pc Wt (kBT × 10
−3)a Nb pc
wt 2.96 ± 1.04 21 2.70 ± 0.81 6 3.65 ± 0.77 10 1.88 ± 0.73 5
F55A 2.28 ± 0.84 18 0.031 2.31 ± 0.77 6 0.408 2.42 ± 1.00 7 0.013 2.04 ± 0.81 5 0.744
I84A 2.58 ± 0.11 20 0.276 2.50 ± 1.26 8 0.725 2.60 ± 0.94 7 0.020 2.68 ± 1.38 5 0.295
N170A 1.84 ± 0.90 20 7.2 × 10−4 1.54 ± 1.01 8 0.034 2.21 ± 0.66 7 0.001 1.81 ± 0.97 5 0.295
K204A 2.42 ± 1.43 20 0.181 2.57 ± 1.17 7 0.809 2.84 ± 1.74 8 0.199 1.55 ± 0.99 5 0.567
I207A 2.39 ± 1.26 19 0.132 3.20 ± 1.41 7 0.444 2.11 ± 0.85 7 0.002 1.65 ± 1.04 5 0.699
D507A 2.43 ± 1.18 21 0.130 2.57 ± 1.36 9 0.817 2.93 ± 0.72 7 0.043 1.46 ± 0.87 5 0.436
S550A 3.40 ± 1.62 22 0.288 3.63 ± 1.28 7 0.145 3.99 ± 1.75 10 0.580 1.90 ± 0.73 5 0.961
N554A 2.11 ± 1.25 23 0.019 2.16 ± 1.53 11 0.352 2.53 ± 0.98 7 0.029 1.41 ± 0.58 5 0.302
a Total work carried out (average ± standard deviation). bNumber of particles used for analysis. c p value obtained in a Student’s t-test with a sig-
nificance level of 0.05.
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ness of a virus capsid (as determined in this study) and its
stiﬀness (previously determined48), we were able to assess
whether any linkage may exist between variations in diﬀerent
mechanical properties that may result from minor structural
alterations49 in a protein-based particle. Good direct corre-
lations were found between brittleness and reduced total work
during indentations leading to capsid deformation and break-
age, and between stiﬀness and brittleness; no correlations
were found between brittleness and strength, or between
strength and stiﬀness.
The total estimated work Wt during indentation (defor-
mation plus breakage) of MVM capsids is much higher that
the calculated association energy for icosahedral virus
capsids.66 Even though the MVM capsid may require a particu-
larly high energy for dissociation relative to other icosahedral
capsids (as reflected in the very high temperatures required for
its disassembly59,65), the very large Wt values obtained clearly
indicate that a large part of the total work during indentation is
related to capsid deformation before breaking apart, and not to
capsid disruption. Thus, ΔWt values should not be taken at all
as an estimate of the contribution to binding energy of the
chemical groups removed. A quantitative understanding of the
diﬀerent contributions to Wt, and of the physical basis for
the inverse correlation found between Wt and dr/D, may require
the development of a complex model that considers variations
in Fr, ks, Wt, Wd, Wr and the capsid binding energy ΔGa.
The good correlation found between mutation-related vari-
ations in dr/D (brittleness) and ks (stiﬀness) (and between Wt
and ks as a consequence of the dr/D–Wt correlation) may be
quite relevant, both from fundamental and applied perspec-
tives. With few exceptions, stiﬀer mutant capsids broke apart
at lower deformations. At the other end of the spectrum
S550A, the only tested mutant capsid that is more flexible (less
stiﬀ ) than the wt capsid (ks reduced by 13%), was also propor-
tionally less brittle (dr/D increased by 14%). This latter obser-
vation held, even quantitatively, when results were compared
for particles indented on diﬀerent regions: for the S550A
capsid indented at S2, S5 or S3, ks was reduced by 17%, 23%
or 5%, and dr/D increased by 43%, 27% or 3%, respectively.
Linked changes in stiﬀness and brittleness as observed
here for a virus capsid have been found also with certain poly-
meric but structurally very diﬀerent materials, including elas-
tomers. However, the underlying mechanisms must be quite
diﬀerent. For example, in a hollow rubber ball stiﬀening and
increased brittleness during aging are caused by oxidation and
other chemical reactions, leading to molecular changes that
aﬀect extension and intertwining of random coil polymer
chains. In the hollow, spherical virus capsid analyzed here, the
same eﬀects were unexpectedly achieved by removing certain
chemical groups and their associated non-covalent inter-
actions between well-folded polypeptides.
The lack of correlation between mutation-related variations
in Fr (force required for breaking the particle) and dr/D (brittle-
ness) or ks (stiﬀness) is equally interesting. Indeed, these
mechanical properties are not necessarily linked when structu-
rally very diﬀerent macroscopic materials are compared. For
example, a hollow sphere is mechanically strong and stiﬀ but
not brittle if made of steel, whereas it is stiﬀ and brittle but
not as strong if made of glass. However, when comparing
mechanical eﬀects of modest changes in molecular structure
of a given material, a clear association between increased
stiﬀness and reduced strength was found, at least in some
cases. For example, molecular changes due to aging of the
elastomer in a hollow rubber ball lead not only to increased
stiﬀness and brittleness, but also to reduced strength against
breakage. Regarding biological materials, aging of collagen
fibers or cortical bone led to a gradual increase in stiﬀness
and brittleness and to a gradual decrease in strength against
fracture under load.68,69 These results contrast with the lack of
correlation we observed in a protein-made virus capsid
Fig. 5 Percent variation inWt (total work carried out during indentation
until disruption) for wt or mutant MVM capsids. For each mutant capsid,
bars indicate the % increase (positive values) or decrease (negative
values) inWt relative to the wt capsid. (A) Values obtained considering all
capsids analyzed. (B) Values obtained when particles indented on
diﬀerent regions (S2, black bars; S3, white bars; S5, grey bars) were sep-
arately considered. Average values are represented in panels A and B;
the corresponding standard deviations and statistical analysis are indi-
cated in Table 4.
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between stiﬀness and strength. Understanding the structural
basis of this lack of correlation may be helped by further
experiments (see below) and by theoretical modeling.
Structural changes that underlie variations in strength against
breakage and/or brittleness of a protein-made virus NP
Another noteworthy result of this study is that individual
removal of diﬀerent chemical groups and the interactions they
establish at the interface between protein subunits in the
MVM capsid, invariably led to some reduction in the force
required for breaking the particle apart (global Fr). The same
was true (except for the S550A mutation) regarding the
maximum deformation the capsid allowed without being dis-
rupted (global dr/D). Although the smaller variations in global
Fr or dr/D caused by a few mutations could not be statistically
validated, it may be nonetheless revealing that even insignifi-
cant increases in global Fr or dr/D were not observed in any but
the S550A mutant.
A simple structural interpretation for this observation is
that removal of some noncovalent interactions between capsid
subunits, by reducing association energy, will facilitate the
opening of fractures at the interfaces leading to capsid frag-
Fig. 6 Correlation analysis for diﬀerent mechanical parameters related with the deformation and/or disruption of the MVM capsid under load. (A)
dr/D versus Wt (R = 0.94); (B) dr/D versus ks (R = 0.89); (C) Wt versus ks (R = 0.79); (D) Wt versus Fr (R = 0.60); (E) dr/D versus Fr (R = 0.35); (F) Fr versus
ks (R = 0.17). All individual ks values obtained here or previously for these mutants have been used to calculate the average ks values represented.
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mentation at lower loads and/or deformations. If true, it could
follow that, to permanently improve the strength of a virus-
based NP against breakage (e.g., for any application involving
mechanical stress), mutations designed to introduce further
interactions between protein subunits should be engineered.
In fact, absence of a correlation between reduction in Fr or
dr/D and (estimated) reduction in association free energy
between trimers by diﬀerent tested mutations suggests that
the situation may be more complex than the scenario con-
sidered above. Comparison of the atomic structure of the
N170A mutant capsid with that of the wt capsid revealed that
this mutation leads to small structural rearrangements and
reduced atomic mobility at diﬀerent capsid regions (not only
at the site of the mutation), and to a subtle overall compaction
of the capsid structure.49 Thus, the quantitative eﬀect of any
mutation on the resistance of the virus particle against break-
age may depend not only on the interactions directly lost or
gained by substituting one residue for another, but also on
any other intersubunit interactions that may be lost or gained
during any subtle structural rearrangement of the particle
induced by the mutation.
Diﬀerent patterns in chemical nature and distribution of
atomic groups that determine either strength against breakage
or stiﬀness of a protein-made virus NP
The lack of correlation between Fr and dr/D or ks values reflects
the finding that most specific side chains at the intertrimer
interfaces in the MVM capsid that are more influential for pre-
serving its strength against breakage are actually diﬀerent
from those side chains with major roles in limiting its brittle-
ness or stiﬀness (Fig. 7).
As described in Results, most interfacial side chains that
constitute major determinants of capsid strength (N554, D507,
Fig. 7 Spatial distribution in the MVM capsid of residues at intertrimer
interfaces according to their role in determining diﬀerent mechanical
properties. Only a trimeric subunit in the MVM capsid is represented,
using a ribbon model (compare Fig. 1). The location of capsid symmetry
axes is indicated by colored symbols. (A) 8 interfacial residues tested in
this study are represented in spaceﬁlling models and colored according
to their involvement in mechanical properties related to capsid resistance
against breakage. Green, residues whose side chains constitute major
determinants of capsid strength against breakage; orange, residues with
no or minor roles on capsid strength. (B) 12 interfacial residues (including
the same 8 depicted in panel A) represented in spaceﬁlling models and
colored according to their involvement in maintaining a limited stiﬀness,
particularly at the central region (S2) in each intertrimer interface.48 Red:
residues whose side chains constitute major determinants for preserving
limited stiﬀness; blue, residues with no or minor roles in preserving
limited stiﬀness. Residues in one monomer are labelled.
Fig. 8 Average variation in the values of diﬀerent capsid mechanical
parameters for MVM mutants of diﬀerent infectivity groups. Bars indi-
cate the average variation in Fr (black), dr/D (white), Wt (light grey), or ks
(dark grey) of mutant capsids relative to the corresponding value for the
wt capsids. The three groups of values correspond to capsids belonging
to MVM viruses classiﬁed according to their infectivity (titer of viral
progeny). Group 1 corresponds to wt and mutant viruses with normal
infectivity; groups 0.1 and <0.0001 respectively correspond to viruses
whose infectivity was reduced by about one order of magnitude, or
more than four orders of magnitude (see text for details).
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K204) are polar and located in solvent-exposed loops that
extend from the surface of each trimer and are intertwined
with loops from other trimers (Fig. 7A). In contrast, these and
other interfacial side chains located at these loops have minor
roles in determining capsid stiﬀness48 (Fig. 7B).
Conversely, most interfacial side chains with major roles in
limiting capsid stiﬀness, in particular those at intertrimer
interfaces (I207, I84, F55, I167) are apolar and located at
buried structural elements along the core of each interface48
(Fig. 7B). In contrast these residues (I207, I84, F55) showed a
minor or insignificant influence in determining capsid
strength (Fig. 7A).
The above observations open up several questions related to
the uncoupling in a virus particle between structural determi-
nants of strength against breakage vs. stiﬀness, and the
diﬀerent locations where determinants of strength or brittle-
ness are located. Inspired by the overall structural rearrange-
ment of the MVM capsid caused by the strengthening, stiﬀen-
ing N170A mutation49 a simplified, testable scenario may be
proposed: (i) the observed, generally delocalized and aniso-
tropic changes in capsid mechanical properties on removal of
certain chemical groups may be a consequence of small but
rather global structural rearrangements; (ii) such rearrange-
ments may alter the number and strength of diﬀerent inter-
actions within and/or between protein subunits; (iii) minor
structural rearrangements on removal of groups mostly located
in exposed, intertwined loops (Fig. 7A, green residues) may
lead to significant changes in association energy between build-
ing blocks that will reduce particle strength against breakage;
(iv) minor structural rearrangements on removal of groups
mostly located in buried structural elements (Fig. 7B, red resi-
dues) may lead to significant changes in the overall number of
both inter- and intra-trimeric interactions between residues in
the particle, and these changes together would increase particle
stiﬀness. Comparison of atomic structures of other mechani-
cally altered capsid mutants and MD simulations,70 as well as
comparative studies using other viruses and/or protein particles,
may help to support this proposal and to provide deeper
insights into the relationships between atomic structure and
mechanical properties of virus- and protein-based NPs.
Capsid resistance against mechanical disruption and virus
biology
In other studies we had provided for MVM substantial experi-
mental evidence for a complex linkage between certain region-
specific changes in stiﬀness of a virus particle, changes in
conformational dynamics and altered virus stability or
infectivity.45–47 The present study on molecular determinants
of the resistance of a virus NP against mechanical breakage
was not aimed at establishing a biological connection of this
particular physical feature with virus biology. The number of
tested mutants was too limited to address this particular
point. Moreover, the mutations tested had varying eﬀects on
capsid stiﬀness in addition to strength and brittleness.48
Despite these qualifications, two observations are worth
noting: (i) every tested mutation reduced strength against
breakage of the biologically evolved MVM capsid (Fig. 3), and
nearly all of them increased its brittleness (Fig. 4); (ii)
mutations that clearly reduce capsid strength and increase
brittleness invariably lead to a substantial reduction in MVM
infectivity (Fig. 8). These observations encourage further inves-
tigation of a putative linkage between virus resistance against
disruption by physical forces and viral biology. This is becom-
ing an important subject in diﬀerent fields: for those biotech-
nological or biomedical applications for which preservation of
virus infectivity may be required, one should know whether an
engineered change in a mechanical property of the virus may
cause an undesirable reduction in its infectivity; from the per-
spective of molecular virology, further studies on any linkage
between virus mechanics and infection may expand our under-
standing of virus biology from a physics-based perspective.
Experimental
Engineering, production and purification of mutant MVM
particles
Protocols previously described were followed.48 Briefly, site-
directed mutagenesis by inverse PCR (QuikChange, Stratagene)
was used to introduce specific mutations in the VP2 gene of
MVM cloned on plasmid pFB1-VP2.65,71 The presence of the
mutations was confirmed by DNA sequencing. Then, a baculo-
virus expression system (Invitrogen) and pFB1-VP2 as donor
plasmids were used to obtain BM-VP2 bacmids; BM-VP2
bacmids containing either the wt VP2 gene or mutants were
used for the production in H5 insect cells of empty capsids
made of VP2 subunits.65,71 Capsid purification was carried out
as previously described.59,65,71 Pure capsid preparations were
dialyzed against phosphate-buﬀered saline and kept at 4 °C or
frozen at −70 °C. Purity and integrity were assessed by electro-
phoresis, electron microscopy, and/or AFM.
Imaging by AFM of MVM particles
An atomic force microscope (Nanotec Electrónica) was used.
Imaging and nanoindentation procedures followed are based
on those previously described.41,44 Briefly, 20 μl of the sample
in physiological buﬀer (PBS) at the desired protein concen-
tration were placed on glass coverslips treated with hexa-
methyldisilazane (Sigma-Aldrich). After capsid adsorption for
30 minutes at room temperature (r.t.), the coverslips were
washed four times with 20 μl PBS, and 20 μl PBS were then
added. Imaging was carried out in jumping mode72 using
RC800PSA cantilevers (Olympus) with a nominal spring con-
stant of 0.1 N m−1. During imaging, the applied force was
kept under ∼100 pN. Images were processed using WSxM
software.73
Determination by AFM of mechanical properties of MVM
particles
Prior to mechanical analysis, AFM imaging of individual MVM
capsids adsorbed on silanized glass and submerged in PBS
was used to identify their topographic features and height as
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indicators of structural integrity, as well as their approximate
orientation. Intact particles oriented with an axis of symmetry
(S2, S3 or S5) close to the top were subjected to indentation
with the AFM tip, using RC800PSA cantilevers with a nominal
elastic constant kc = 0.1 N m
−1. The actual spring constant of
each cantilever used was determined using Sader’s method.74
The stiﬀness of diﬀerent regions in the MVM capsid was
determined by indenting capsid particles of known orientation
at a rate of 60 nm s−1. Before and after each indentation on a
viral particle, three indentations were performed on the glass
substrate to confirm a consistent sensitivity of the optical
detection system. The Fz curve obtained when a viral particle
was indented was considered valid if the particle was
deformed linearly in response to the applied force. Moreover,
only data obtained well within the range of the linear elastic
response47 were used for calculation of the elastic constant ks
of the indented particle. ks was determined from the experi-
mental ke value obtained by assuming that the viral particle
and the AFM cantilever of elastic constant kc behave as two
ideal springs in series.41,44
To determine mechanical parameters related to capsid
breakage, a single indentation of greater depth was performed
on the center of each individual particle selected, again using
an appropriate number of particles oriented in diﬀerent ways to
obtain local and global average values. The indentation was
carried out at a rate of 60 nm s−1. Particle disruption was con-
sistently reflected in a nonlinear event during the tracing of the
Fz curve, that was due to relaxation of the cantilever, and a
sudden drop in the force being applied. Actual breakage of the
indented particle was confirmed by AFM imaging after the non-
linear event had occurred. Only data obtained with particles
that clearly showed partial or complete disruption after indenta-
tion were considered for analysis. The Fz and corresponding Fd
curves obtained with many indented particles that were even-
tually disrupted were analyzed to obtain values for diﬀerent
mechanical breakage-related parameters (Fig. 2A) The breaking
force, Fr, was taken as the force value corresponding to the
point where the curve slope changes abruptly. The maximum
deformation allowed without breakage, dr, was obtained from
the Fd curve as the distance from the point the cantilever-par-
ticle contact is established to the point where the slope changes
abruptly (the breaking point). The energy dissipated (work)
during the entire indentation process until the particle is
broken, Wt, was estimated following a method described before
for other biological assemblies:75 by integrating the area
defined under the Fd curve, from the point the cantilever-par-
ticle contact is established to the breaking point. An appropriate
number of particles in diﬀerent orientations were used to calcu-
late average local and global ks, Fr, dr andWt values (Tables 2–4).
Numerical data analysis
For numerical data analysis, including statistical analysis, and
some graphical representations, the programs OriginPro 8
(Origin Lab Corporation) and Excel (Microsoft Corporation) were
used. Specifically, OriginPro 8 was used for calculations of inden-
tations, breaking force values, dissipated energy and elastic con-
stants, for Gaussian and Lorentzian fits, statistical validation of
data, etc. To validate statistically that two values of a mechanical
parameter are diﬀerent, we used the two-tailed Student’s t-test,
with an α significance level equal to 0.05. No equal variance was
assumed, thus providing a more stringent analysis.
Molecular graphics and structural analysis
The Protein Data Bank coordinates of the MVMp empty
capsid71 (PDB id 1Z14) were used. Programs used included
Pymol76 and VMD77 for virtual mutagenesis and molecular
graphics representations, and WHATIF78 for structural analyses.
Conclusion
This study revealed that removal of diﬀerent amino acid side
chains that establish interactions between building blocks in a
virus NP both reduced the force required to break the viral par-
ticle and increased its brittleness. However, quantitative
eﬀects on these breakage-related mechanical properties were
quite dependent on the side chain that was removed. Most
side chains that were identified as major determinants of
strength against breakage are polar and located in solvent-
exposed, intertwined loops; in contrast, most of those that had
no or minor roles in maintaining strength are apolar and
located in buried positions along the interfaces. In general,
residues that had major roles in determining resistance
against breakage were not important for determining capsid
stiﬀness, and vice versa. These results support the view that
viral and other protein-based NPs may be engineered for
increased strength against breakage without necessarily
increasing its brittleness or changing its stiﬀness (two undesir-
able eﬀects for certain applications). Also, engineering protein
NPs with altered stiﬀness may not entail any trade-oﬀ regard-
ing strength. Achieving a lower stiﬀness could bring the added
benefit of reduced brittleness, whereas engineering a stiﬀened
NP could involve increased brittleness as a trade-oﬀ.
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